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The abundance of gravel deposits is as well known in certain areas across the 
Gutf of Mexico coastal plain, including lands within several National Forests. 
These Pleistocene gravels were deposited following periods of glacial buildup 
when ocean levels were down and the main river channels had cut deep gorges, 
leaving the subsidiary streams with increased gradients to reach the man 
channels. During the warm inter lacial periods that followed each glaciation, 7 melting ice brought heavy rainfal and torrents of runoff carrying huge sediment 
loads that separated into gravel banks below these steeper reaches where 
abraiding streams developed. As the oceans rose again, filling in the main 
channels, these abraiding areas were gradually flattened and covered over by 
progressively finer material. Older terraces were uplifted by tectonic movements 
associated with the Gutf Coastal Plain, and the subsequent erosional processes 
gradually brought the gravels closer to the surface. 
The study area is located on the Kisatchie National Forest, in central Louisiana, 
near Alexandria. Details of the full study have been discussed elsewhere(Scholen 
et al., 1991). The nearest source of chert is in the Ouachita Mountains located 
to the northeast. The Ouachita River flows south, out of these mountains, and 
in Pleistocene times probably carried these chert gravels into the vicinity of the 
resent day L i l e  River Basin which lies along the eastern boundary of the k Ational Forest. 
Current day drainages cross the National Forest from west to east, emptying 
into the Little River on the east side. However, a north-south oriented ridge of 
hills along the west side of the Forest appears to be a recent uplift associated 
with the hinge line of the Mississippi River depositional basin further to the 
east, and 800,000 years ago, when these gravels were first deposited during 
the Williana interglacial period, the streams probably flowed east to west, from 
the Little River basin to the Red River basin on the west side of the Forest. 
Within the National Forest land north of Alexandria, along Fish Creek, and east 
and wast of an area known as Breezy Hill, exist several small, worked out gravel 
pits on privately owned blocks of land, formerly used by the state and county 
road departments. The pattern presented by these pits give the impression of 
a series of north-south drainages lacing throu h the Forest, probable tributaries 
to Fish Creek which flows south of east from t 1 e west side of the Forest to 
empty into the Little River. Because of this predominant north-south pattern, no 
consideration was given to areas between these drainages during early gravel 
exploration efforts. 
2. IMAGE ACQUISITION 
The initial imagery, obtained for the U.S. Forest Service durin the predawn 
hours of early October in 1983 by the NASA, Stennis Space 8 enter, Earth 
Resources laboratory, was acquired with the Thermal Infrared Multispectral 
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Scanner (IlMS) from the Lear 23 at an altitude of 12,000 meters above terrain, 
and rovided data with 30 meter pixels and a swath width of approximately 
18.7 &lometers. This time had been a particularly hot and dry riod, and provided 
bone dry ground conditions as well as maximum outflow of I? eat from the earth's 
surface into the cool night sky. These conditions are ideal for obtaining good 
imagery for gravel search. 
The 6 bands of data obtained from the TlMS operation are in digital format. 
This format provides a relative measure of the emissivii from the ground surface 
soil minerals at each of the 6 wave lengths within the mid-infrared range, and 
makes it possible to plot a spectral signature for each pixel. 
3. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES 
The materials properties that provide differences between spectral signatures 
of gravel deposits and deposits of other, finer grained materials are the energy 
absorption of the uartz molecule in TlMS band 3, the fraction of silt and clay 
in the material, an 3 the thermal inertia of the material. 
The ener absorption is caused by the stretching of the molecular bonds R between t e oxygen and silicon atoms that occurs in making up the Si02 molecule 
and its linkages. In order to maintain this configuration, the molecule must 
absorb energy from outside itsel in the wave lengths associated with the TlMS 
band 3. This provides the striking signature associated with uartz. Gravel, and 
clean, dry, coarse grains ovide the strongest signatures s%, impurities from 
clay minerals or other roc P minerals, all tend to produce photon scattering 
wh~ch dilutes the signature. 
The coarse nature of sand deposited with gravel deposits is a result of the 
velocity of flow in the channel. Finer particles resist ssttlement until still water is 
reached, preventing the fine and coarse materials from intermingling. Coarse 
sand and gravel settle out in moving water. This separation is assisted by lateral 
movements in the river channel. A river canying a coarse grained load will 
develop a strai M, shallow channel, but will change to a meandering, deep 
channel when t 71 e bedload becomes silt and clay leaving much of the coarse 
grained deposit intact. 
The predominance of coarse sands found associated with gravel deposits 
identified by the TlMS gravel signatures indicates that these signatures are 
characteristic of coarse grained quartz deposits, and conversely, that the strong 
energy absorption in TlMS band 3 is maximized by coarse grained quartz. 
Thus a marked decrease in band 3 emission (and correspondingly greater dip 
in the signature at this point) can be expected for the coarser sized sands and 
gravels, as compared to the finer grained silts. 
4. THERMAL INERTIA 
The thermal inertia of materials provides for striking contrasts in surface 
temperatures. Thermal inertia expresses the resistance of a material to tempera- 
ture change. Materials of high thermal inertia change temperature on very 
slowly, la ging behind changes in adjacent materials with low therma inertia. A B 1 deposit o sand and gravel for example has a higher thermal inertia than a 
deposit of sand. This difference is most ap arent in TlMS band 3, at 9.3 microns 
wavelength due to the energy absorption g y Si-0 molecular bonding, which 
maintains a low temperature at this wavelength while the sandy gravel mass 
absorbs heat from solar radiation. 
The combination of maximum summer heating together with ear 
cooling provides for a unique effect associated wAh materials of ~ g h  thermal 
inertia. The temperature rises high in the low thermal inertia sand exposed 
over the summer months to the hot sun warming the surface. The higher thermal 
inertia gravel absorbs more heat than the sand but resists temperature change, 
warming more slowly, and in the predawn hours of early Fall, surface cooling 
produces a lower surface tem rature wer the gravel body than over the sand 
deposits, when viewed in TIM !? band 3. Gravelisand deposits always show 
cooler in the TlMS band 3 imagery than adjacent nongraveusand deposits, 
although warmer than the damp bottom land. 
5. IMAGE PROCESSING 
Image is rocessed on a 486 PC with 650MB hard drive and 90 MB Bernouli, 
using 2 RD 1 S 7.5 software and ARCINFO. The image for this study was pepared 
from the 1983 TlMS imagery. A subset including the area of concern was corrected 
to uniform pixel size by multiplying raw DN's by the Cos* 4 of the angle from 
Nadir. The scene was rectified and georeferenced, and a road map from the 
GIs file was su rimposed to assist in the geographic location of gravel signature. 
layed in blue, green and red respectively. The gravel 
the ERDAS SEED software. Using the cursor, 
single pixel seeds were located which show the maximum difference between 
TlMS bands 3 and 4 in the cooler areas of the scene, and these were alarmed 
to the entire scene. Several seed pixels were located due to the range in 
temperatures across the gravel deposits. The resulting gravel signature IS actually 
a composite. Seed pixels can be located by searching along the edges of the 
darker areas of the image. The lower DN's on gravel deposits in band 3, caused 
by the greater absorption of radiation, results n a moderately dark image. 
While drainage bottoms are generally dark, the signature of silt is relatively flat. 
The brightest areas are ridge tops, unless gravel is present on the ridge to 
reduce the brightness. The dierence between DN's in bands 3 and 4 increases 
with increasing brightness. An open gravel pit will have a very large increase 
from band 3 to band 4. 
6. DISCOVERY 
During the image processing procedure associated with gravel deposit search, 
blocks of imagery are processed and studied for potential gravel signature. 
The area on the east side of the Forest, directly south of Fish Creek, was found 
to be obscured by clouds which formed during the overflight. To the north of 
this cloud cover, the processed raw image data indicated gravel signature in a 
nearly uniform east-west band, that a peared to be some kind of data anomaly. 
Initially, no attention was given to it. d' ubsequently, the image in this area was 
rectified to map coordinates, and it was discovered that the band of gravel 
signature actually trends north of west across the Forest for over 14 kilometers, 
and crosses the Fish Creek drainage at a narrow angle near the mid point of 
the signature band. The signature band thus runs nearly at 90 degrees to the 
north-south tributaries to Fish Creek, and crosses a number of low north-south 
trending ridges lying between these tributary drainages. 
Several of these rid es were already accessible to our drill rig on existing road 1 tracks. On each of t ese where drilling was performed, shallow gravel deposits 
were found in the area where the gravel signature crossed the ridge. Following 
these successes, other less accessible ridges were accessed throu h brush, 
or by bulldozing a temporary access through light timber. In each o ! these 
areas investigated, gravel deposits were found in the locations indicated by the 
imagery, and work continues as other ridges become accessible. Thickness of 
the deposits varied from a meter u to nearly 10 meters. Overburden varied 
from 0 to 2 meters. Total volume o /' gravel in these deposits is estimated to 
exceed 500,000 cubic meters. The width of the 8 kilometer gravel run probably 
averages 60 meters, providing an indication of the size of the ancient river bed. 
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